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Brunswick Pool Tables

THE BRUNSWICK DIFFERENCE
Brunswick has been the market leader for pool and
game room furnishings since 1845. We offer the
industry’s largest selection of high quality product,
backed by a lifetime warranty and supported locally 
by the best dealer network in the business. 

We offer something for all tastes and budgets, from
legendary heirloom-quality furniture to traditional, yet
durable, pool tables. All of our products are installed 
in your home with the same level of world-class service
and attention to detail. Don’t be fooled by competitors
who arbitrarily inflate their retail values so they can
offer the perception of huge savings and then use
independent contractors to coordinate your installation. 

There are real reasons why families and professional
players have chosen Brunswick over the competition for
more than 160 years. With Brunswick you get the best
products and service at competitive prices everyday.
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BRUNSWICK BILLIARDS
Some traditions are worth keeping forever.



Masterpieces of craftsmanship,
design, and engineering, today’s
Brunswick tables continue the 
legacy of excellence begun almost
two centuries ago.

POOL TABLES



The intricately designed Ashbee 
is a return to Brunswick’s heritage
of inlaid tables dating to the
1870s. Distinctive, hand-inlaid
details grace the aprons and 
sills of this exquisite table, 
now available in espresso or
Original Mahogany™ finish. 

To complement the Ashbee, a
matching wall rack with unique
geometric inlays is available in
either finish. 

TABLE F INISHES:

CUE RACKS:

TABLE SIZES:
8' 9'

Ashbee™- Sorrento™ Wall Rack 
Shown in Espresso

ASHBEEShown in Espresso
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ASHBEE ™

European style

Espresso

LEG:

Ashbee-Sorrento
Tapered

POCKET OPTIONS:

Fringe with
Tassel

Shield

Original Mahogany™

Ashbee™- Sorrento™ Wall Rack 
Shown in Original Mahogany™



The Astoria showcases refined, 
traditional styling along with
unique geometric inlays of burled
maple. With its classic arched base
and Original Mahogany™ finish, this
table is the embodiment of ageless
beauty and impeccable style. A
variety of leg and pocket options 
is available to suit the style that
best complements your home.

Brunswick also features a variety
of quality cue racks to complement
the Astoria. See page 63 for
descriptions.

TABLE F INISH:

Original Mahogany™

CUE RACKS:

TABLE SIZE:
8'

LEG OPTIONS:

Ball and Claw Queen Anne

Ram’s Head

POCKET OPTIONS:

Fringe with
Tassel

Shield

Centennial® Wall Rack Centennial® Floor Rack Traditional™ Wall Rack

ASTORIA

Shown in Original Mahogany
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ASTORIA ™

Traditional style



Combines the beauty of inlays 
with Old World carvings. The 
full-thickness rails are made of
Marfim, a richly grained Brazilian
hardwood, and have an elegant
scalloped profile along with 
mother-of-pearl diamond-shaped
rail sights. Available in two sizes, 
with a popular chestnut finish 
and unique fringe pockets. 

A matching cue rack features
stunning inlays and carvings 
that complement the table.

TABLE F INISH:

Chestnut

CUE RACK:

TABLE SIZES:
8' 9'

LEG:

POCKET:

Barrington
Fringe

Barrington™ Wall Rack

Shown in Chestnut

“I am excited about my
recent purchase of a
Brunswick pool table. 
I made an excellent 
choice of table…”

— Jim Casavant 
Youngsville, NC
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BARRINGTON ™

European style

BARR INGTON



Designed to please even the most
discriminating interior designer,
the Bradford showcases traditional
styling and superior craftsmanship.
Experience the ultimate in playability
and value with flexible table finish,
leg, and pocket options.

Brunswick also features a variety 
of quality cue racks to complement
the Bradford. See page 63 for
descriptions.

TABLE F INISHES:

Traditional Cherry Original Mahogany™

CUE RACKS:

TABLE SIZE:
8'

LEG OPTIONS:

Tapered

Queen AnneBall and Claw

Ram’s Head

POCKET OPTIONS:

Fringe Shield

Centennial® Wall Rack Centennial® Floor Rack Traditional™ Wall Rack

Shown in Traditional Cherry
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BRADFORD ™

Traditional style

BR ADFORD



Add the classic elegance of
European styling to your home with
the Briarwood. The commanding
presence of this showpiece table
pays tribute to regal Old World 
furniture. This beautifully crafted
table is available in two sizes with
rich wood graining that conveys a
sumptuous, sophisticated style.

Brunswick also features the
matching Cromwell cue rack 
to complement the Briarwood. 

TABLE F INISH:

Dark Walnut

CUE RACK:

TABLE SIZES:
8'P 9'

LEG:

POCKET:

Fringe with
Tassel

Cromwell™ Wall Rack

BR IARWOOD

Shown in Dark Walnut
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BRIARWOOD ™

European style

“I was raised on Brunswick.
My new (to me) Brunswick
table is fantastic. I’m so
happy to have it, and so
glad that I lucked into
finding none other than 
a Brunswick. [I’m a] life-
long fan.”

— Jerry
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From its deep espresso finish to 
its distinctive legs and pockets,
the Bridgeport blends form and
function beautifully. This clever
transitional table features two
spacious storage drawers—one
on each side—to accommodate
all the premium billiard
accessories included in the
Centennial® Play Package. 

The Brunswick Centennial® Floor
Rack complements the aesthetics 
of the Bridgeport. See page 63 
for descriptions.

TABLE F INISHES:

Chestnut

CUE RACK:

TABLE SIZE:
8'

LEG:

POCKET:

Drop Pocket

Shown in Espresso

BRIDGEPORT ™

Transitional style

Espresso

Centennial® Floor Rack

“I want to tell you how 
happy I am with both the
[Brookstone] table and the
sales/installation service.
The installation team did 
a great job setting up the
table and answering all 
my questions. It was a 
great experience and you
now have a Brunswick
customer for life.”

— Larry Falko, Plymouth, MI

BRIDGEPORT



With clean, straight lines, the
Brookstone makes a statement 
of pride, self-confidence, and 
individualism. A wide range of
table finish, leg, and pocket
options add extra value to this 
distinctive table.

Brunswick also features a variety 
of quality cue racks to complement
the Brookstone. See page 63 for
descriptions.

TABLE F INISHES:

CUE RACKS:

TABLE SIZES:
7' 8' 9'

LEG OPTIONS:

TaperedBall and Claw

POCKET OPTIONS:

Fringe Shield

Centennial® Wall Rack Centennial® Floor Rack Traditional™ Wall Rack

BROOKSTONE

Shown in Oak

Traditional CherryChestnut

Original Mahogany™Oak

BROOKSTONE ™

Transitional style
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Chestnut, Original Mahogany™,  and Traditional Cherry tables available only in eight-foot size.



Enjoy the refinement of traditional
styling with the Camden II.
Artistically transforming finish, leg,
and pocket options into dashes of
individual distinction, this table is
the embodiment of dignity, ageless
beauty, and impeccable style. 

Brunswick also features a variety 
of quality cue racks to complement
the Camden II. See page 63 for
descriptions.

TABLE F INISHES:

Traditional Cherry Chestnut

Original Mahogany™

CUE RACKS:

TABLE SIZES:
8' 9'

LEG OPTIONS:

Queen AnneBall and Claw

Ram’s Head

POCKET OPTIONS:

Fringe with
Tassel

ShieldCentennial® Wall Rack Centennial® Floor Rack Traditional™ Wall Rack

Shown in Chestnut
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CAMDEN ™I I
Traditional style

CAMDEN II
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CROMWELL

Infused with the enduring beauty
of European styling, the distinctively
designed Cromwell is a treasure.
Elegant details grace the ornately
carved rails, sills, and legs of this
magnificent table.

Available in eight-foot pro and
nine-foot sizes, with a plain fringe
pocket. A matching dark walnut
finish cue rack is also available.

The Centurion, a superb combination
of streamlined styling and rigorous
engineering standards, features
attractive and sturdy pedestal-style
legs, a leg stretcher, and foot 
levelers. This table is available in
various finishes and sizes. Our
competition style Gold Crown wall
rack is available in black and
mahogany finishes.

TABLE F INISHES:

Matte Black

Mahogany

CUE RACK: TABLE SIZES:
8'P 9'

LEG:

POCKET OPTIONS:

Drop Pocket

Gold Crown™ Wall Rack

CENTURION

Cromwell™ Wall Rack

Shown in Matte Black

Shown in Dark Walnut

CENTURION ™

Competition style

CROMWELL ™

European style

Gully return
also available



Old World European influences 
and beaded leg posts give the
Dominion its distinctive charm.
The life and style of European
Country comes alive in this 
handsomely distinguished table.

Brunswick also features a variety 
of quality cue racks to complement
the Dominion. See page 63 for
descriptions.

TABLE F INISH:

Chestnut

CUE RACKS:

TABLE SIZES:
8' 9'

LEG:

Beaded Post

POCKET:

FringeCentennial® Wall Rack Centennial® Floor Rack Traditional™ Wall Rack

DOMINIONShown in Chestnut
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DOMINION ™

European style
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Let the retro-style Gibson table
take you back to an age where
good times—punctuated with
smooth jazz and sophisticated
cocktails—were savored and
celebrated with style. Two table
sizes are available, in addition to a
matching Original Mahogany™ cue
rack that stores up to eight cues.

TABLE F INISH:

Original Mahogany™

CUE RACK:

TABLE SIZES:
8' 9'

LEG:

POCKET:

Drop Pocket

Gibson™ Wall Rack

Shown in Original Mahogany

“My Brunswick Gold Crown
table delivers a classic 
pool playing experience. 
I wouldn’t own any 
other table.”

— Steve Landsman
Highland Park, IL

GIBSON

GIBSON ™

Casual style
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TABLE F INISHES:

Chestnut Matte Black with Chestnut

CUE RACKS:

POCKET OPTIONS:

Centennial® Wall Rack Centennial® Floor Rack Traditional™ Wall Rack

A traditional table with modern
sensibilities, the Glenwood is a
graceful addition to any home.
Available in chestnut finish 
or matte black with chestnut, its
classic arched shape and horizontal
routing detail provide a perfect
opportunity to customize and
personalize with a variety of leg
and pocket options. 

Brunswick also features a variety 
of quality cue racks to complement
the Glenwood. See page 63 for
descriptions.

Shown in Chestnut

GLENWOOD ™

Traditional style

TABLE SIZES:
7' 8' 9'

LEG OPTIONS:

Round

Queen AnneBall and Claw

Ram’s Head

TalonTapered

Fringe Shield

Matte Black with Chestnut table available only with Talon leg and only in eight-foot size.

GLENWOOD



Since 1961, the Brunswick 
Gold Crown has reigned as the
industry’s best playing professional
pool table. The Gold Crown V
continues in this tradition with
sophisticated new styling, while
still maintaining its classic lines. 
Features include new corner
castings, apron details, and a
redesigned ball storage area, 
giving the Gold Crown V table a
stronger, bolder appearance. A
matching Gold Crown wall rack
holds up to 12 cues. 

TABLE F INISHES:

Mahogany with Bronze Trim Matte Black with Nickel Trim

CUE RACK:

TABLE SIZES:
8'P 9'

LEG:

POCKET OPTIONS:

Drop Pocket

Gold Crown™ Wall Rack

GOLD CROWN VShown in Mahogany 
with Nickel Trim
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BALL STORAGE BOX:

TOURNAMENT EDIT ION TABLE:

GOLD CROWN ® V
Competition style

Features longer rails and tighter pockets
engineered to strict World Pool-Billiard
Association specifications. Table decals
included. Available in a nine-foot mahogany
with nickel trim version only.

Also available in Mahogany with Nickel Trim as shown above.

Gully return
also available

Lower receiver box included 
with gully return only.



Quality, playability, and meticulous
craftsmanship are prevalent in the
design of the Greenbriar. Certain to
make a strong impression in your
home, this superb table features
flexible table finish, leg, and
pocket options.

Brunswick also features a variety 
of quality cue racks to complement
the Greenbriar. See page 63 for
descriptions.

Traditional Cherry Original Mahogany™

CUE RACKS:

TABLE SIZE:
8'

LEG OPTIONS:

Tapered

Queen AnneBall and Claw

Ram’s Head

POCKET OPTIONS:

Fringe Shield

Centennial® Wall Rack Centennial® Floor Rack Traditional™ Wall Rack

TABLE F INISHES:

Shown in Original Mahogany
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GREENBRIAR ™

Traditional style

GR EENBR IAR



Finished in lustrous Original
Mahogany™,  the Hawthorn
captivates with quiet power and 
a straightforward sense of design.
Horizontal bands of fluting encircle
the apron and cross beams,
complementing the classically
simple, strong lines of this
handsome table and giving it 
an architectural presence. 

Brunswick also features a 
variety of quality cue racks to
complement the Hawthorn. 
See page 63 for descriptions.

TABLE F INISH:

Original Mahogany™

CUE RACKS:

TABLE SIZE:
8'

LEG:

POCKET OPTIONS:

Drop PocketCentennial® Wall Rack Centennial® Floor Rack Traditional™ Wall Rack

Shown in Maple

Gully return
also available
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HAWTHORN ™

Transitional style

HAWTHOR N

Shown in Original Mahogany



The Highlander is aptly named for
its rustic, distressed finish and
clean-lined design. Constructed of
solid hardwood, the Highlander is
simple, functional, and rich with
warm, comfortable appeal.

Brunswick also features a variety 
of quality cue racks to complement
the Highlander. See page 63 for
descriptions.

TABLE F INISHES:

Traditional Cherry Oak

CUE RACKS:

TABLE SIZE:
8'

LEG:

POCKET OPTIONS:

Drop PocketCentennial® Wall Rack Centennial® Floor Rack Traditional™ Wall Rack

Shown in Traditional Cherry

HIGHLANDER

Gully return
also available
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HIGHLANDER ™

Casual style



Inspired by Isabella of France, 
who married King Edward II of
England, the Isabella by Brunswick
brings history, royalty, and high
society to mind. Its exquisite
design elements echo the period’s
grand palaces and elaborate
furniture incorporating exotic
materials from around the world.
Rare rosewood, Karelian birch, 
and blue lapis, recognized for its
rarity and enduring beauty, are
used extensively throughout to
highlight the timeless beauty 
of this modern tour de force.

CUE RACK:

TABLE SIZE:
9'

LEG:

POCKET:

Drop Pocket

ISABELLA

ISABELLA ™

European style
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Blue Lapis Stone Amethyst Stone*

Black Stone* Fossil Stone*

Jade Stone* Yellow Stone*

Isabella™ Wall Rack
(Included with table purchase.)

Blue lapis stone standard with every table. 

*Other stone options also available for an 
additional charge.

STONE OPTIONS:TABLE F INISH:

Unique finish with
blue lapis stone.



The Kendrick was inspired by the
tradition of European styling—
stately, aristocratic, and elegant.
Clean masculine lines, inlays,
tapered legs, and dentil molding
are its distinguishing features. This
dignified and sophisticated table is
available in two sizes and is a
captivating addition to any room.

Brunswick also features a variety 
of quality cue racks to complement
the Kendrick. See page 63 for
descriptions.

TABLE F INISH:

Chestnut

CUE RACKS:

TABLE SIZES:
8' 9'

LEG:

POCKET OPTIONS:

Fringe with
Tassel

ShieldCentennial® Wall Rack Centennial® Floor Rack Traditional™ Wall Rack

Shown in Chestnut

KENDRICK ™

European style  
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KENDRICK



Boldly stepping into a new era, 
the cutting-edge style of the
Manhattan combines the tenets 
of today’s contemporary design
with the craftsmanship and 
world-renowned playability for
which Brunswick is legendary.

A contemporary matching cue 
rack is available in black or 
maple with stainless steel finish. 

TABLE F INISHES:

Black/Stainless Steel Maple/Stainless Steel

CUE RACKS:

TABLE SIZES:
8' 9'

LEG:

POCKET:

Drop Pocket

Manhattan Black/Stainless 
Steel Wall Rack

MANHATTAN

Shown in Maple/Stainless Steel

Manhattan Maple/Stainless 
Steel Wall Rack

MANHATTAN ™

Contemporary style
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Metro’s contemporary design,
durability, craftsmanship, and
precision, make it a great choice for 
a billiard club or the home. Brushed
aluminum accents enhance the
look. Matching wall rack, in black 
or maple, holds eight cues.

TABLE F INISHES:

Black Maple

TABLE SIZES:
8' 9'

LEG:

POCKET OPTIONS:

Drop Pocket

METROShown in Maple

Gully return
also available

CUE RACKS:

Metro™ Black Wall Rack Metro™ Maple Wall Rack

TOURNAMENT EDIT ION TABLE:

Black
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METRO ™

Contemporary style

Features longer rails and tighter pockets
engineered to strict World Pool-Billiard
Association specifications. Table decals
included. Available in a nine-foot black
version only.



The Mission table is inspired by
the clean lines of the Arts and
Crafts tradition. Its distinctive
corbels are set into massive 
support posts that rest on two 
base trestles connected by a broad
bridge stretcher. A matching cue
rack is also available in Mission
oak or Mission cherry finishes.

TABLE F INISHES:

Mission Cherry Mission Oak

CUE RACK:

TABLE SIZES:
8' 9'

LEG:

POCKET:

Drop Pocket

Mission™ Wall Rack

Shown in Mission Oak
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MISSION ®

Arts and Crafts style

“I have a 1940s Challenger
pool table which I will pass
on to my kids [because] it 
is so well made.”

— Jason White
Columbus, IN

MISSION



Drawn purely from European
designs, the Montebello features
beaded rails and leg stretchers,
classic Louis XIV legs with curved
trestles, and distinctive hand-
carved corner pilaster elements.
Two table sizes are available, in
addition to a matching wall rack
in a rich, dark walnut finish.

TABLE F INISH:

Dark Walnut

CUE RACK:

TABLE SIZES:
8' 9'

LEG:

POCKET:

Drop Pocket

Montebello™ Wall Rack

MONTEBELLO

Shown in Dark Walnut
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MONTEBELLO ™

European style

A Brunswick pool table is

quintessentially American,

with a heritage and

reputation backed by the

traditions established,

built, and nurtured over

the last 160 years.



Refined style meets rustic materials
in the Park Falls—a unique table
that’s in line with the trends, yet
blends with a wide range of room
settings. Hand-selected pine is
given a distressed finish, so no two
tables look exactly alike. Details
include antique black metal diamond-
shaped rail sights. Matching cue rack
in antique pine is both a beautiful
and functional accessory.

TABLE F INISH:

Antique Pine

CUE RACK:

TABLE SIZE:
8'

LEG:

POCKET:

Drop Pocket

PAR K FALLSShown in Antique Pine
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Park Falls™ Wall Rack

PARK FALLS ™

Casual style
“We purchased a Brunswick
pool table from Tournament
Billiards in Huntington
Station, NY. We were
extremely pleased with the
service and professional
knowledge we received from
the owners. Our family is
enjoying our new billiard
table. Thanks!”

— Linda Mincone, Dix Hills, NY

Antique 
Black Metal Sight



The elegantly styled Providence
features full-thickness rails,
intricately carved ram’s head style
legs, and a beautiful chestnut
finish. An innovative hidden ball
storage area behind the foot-end
apron is exclusive to the Providence.

Brunswick also features a variety 
of quality cue racks to complement
the Providence. See page 63 for
descriptions.

TABLE F INISH:

Chestnut

CUE RACKS:

TABLE SIZES:
8' 9'

LEG:

POCKET OPTIONS:

Fringe with
Tassel

Centennial® Wall Rack Centennial® Floor Rack Traditional™ Wall Rack

PROVIDENCE

Shown in Chestnut
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Providence
Ram’s Head 

Hidden Ball 
Storage Box

PROVIDENCE ™

European style

Shield



The Sheldon epitomizes 
Brunswick quality—stately
design, sophisticated details,
superior construction, and
abundant style options. With its
classic shape and clean lines, 
this versatile transitional table
can be customized to complement
almost any décor, from elegant to
contemporary.   

Brunswick also features a variety
of quality cue racks to complement
the Sheldon. See page 63 for
descriptions.

TABLE F INISHES:

Chestnut Oak

Shown in Chestnut

SHELDON ™

Transitional style
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CUE RACKS:

POCKET OPTIONS:

Centennial® Wall Rack Centennial® Floor Rack Traditional™ Wall Rack

TABLE SIZES:
7' 8' 9'

LEG OPTIONS:

Round

Queen AnneBall and Claw

Ram’s Head

Tapered

Fringe Shield

Oak table available only with Ball and Claw and Tapered legs and only in eight-foot size.

SHELDON

Talon



Graceful European styling gives
the Sorrento timeless elegance.
Featuring exquisite geometric 
hand inlays and a radiant Original
Mahogany™ finish, it proudly shows
off its classic heritage. This is 
a table destined to become a
family heirloom. A matching
Original Mahogany™ cue rack, with
geometric inlays, also is available. 

TABLE F INISH:

Original Mahogany™

CUE RACK:

TABLE SIZES:
8' 9'

SORRENTO

Shown in Original Mahogany

LEG:

POCKET OPTIONS:

Fringe with
Tassel

Shield

Ashbee-Sorrento
Tapered

SORRENTO ™

European style
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Ashbee™- Sorrento™ Wall Rack

Brunswick’s high standards

for product integrity are

exactingly applied to every

detail of the table.



Beautifully arched legs, a unique
silhouette, and a stylishly rich
espresso finish turn the Treviso 
into a classic-contemporary work of
art. But this dramatically different
table is no museum piece to be
admired simply for its design. It
also exhibits Brunswick’s superior
construction, quality craftsmanship,
and exceptional playability. 

The Brunswick Centennial® Floor
Rack complements the aesthetics of
the Treviso. See page 63 for details.

TABLE F INISH:

Espresso

CUE RACK:

TABLE SIZE:
8'

LEG:

POCKET:

Drop Pocket

Shown in Espresso

TREVISO ™

Contemporary style
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Centennial® Floor Rack

“Keep up the good 
craftsmanship and 
quality of your pool 
tables. As I see it, 
the nation’s best- 
made pool table.”

— Scott Bower, 
Southington, OH

TREVISO



The Ventura’s beautiful grain and
rich mahogany finish add prestige
to any room. Its tapered legs and
vintage leather pockets echo the
timeless styling of Brunswick’s
past. This table features wide rails,
long aprons, and mother-of-pearl
diamond-shaped sights, and is
available in a variety of sizes.

Brunswick also features a variety 
of quality cue racks to complement
the Ventura. See page 63 for
descriptions.

TABLE F INISH:

Dark Mahogany

CUE RACKS:

TABLE SIZES:
8' 9'

LEG:

Tapered

POCKET OPTIONS:

Ventura
Leather Fringe

Centennial® Wall Rack Centennial® Floor Rack Traditional™ Wall Rack

VENTUR A III

Shown in Dark Mahogany
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VENTURA ™ I I I
Transitional style

Shield



The exquisite Windsor sets a new
standard for tables of extraordinary
beauty. Inspired by refined European
designs, this table is gracefully
adorned with hand-carved trestles
and elegant mahogany inlays. A
matching chestnut-finish cue rack
is also available. 

TABLE F INISH:

Chestnut

CUE RACK:

TABLE SIZES:
8' 9'

LEG:

POCKET:

Drop Pocket

Windsor™ Wall Rack

WINDSOR Shown in Chestnut
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WINDSOR ™

European style
(After a 150-ft., 10-ton tree
crashed onto a Brunswick
pool table on the second floor
of his house.) “By stopping
the tree from continuing to
the first floor… [the table]
actually played a hand in
saving my family. Thanks for
making a quality product…
you never know when it will
matter.”

— Benjamin Howell, Tigard, OR



The Zanzibar is a definite
departure from the ordinary. 
Like the colorful, Indian Ocean
island of the same name, it’s 
a melánge of Arab, Indian, 
African, and European influences.
International woods, including
European Mappa burl and
American Cherry, blend with
etched brass panels on the aprons
and leg pedestals, while brass
monkeys support the rail next to
each pocket. 

TABLE F INISH:

Unique finish enhances the Zanzibar’s exotic 
blend of woods and handcrafted brass accents.

UNIQUE FEATURES:

TABLE SIZE:
9'

LEG:

POCKET:

Drop Pocket

ZANZIBAR

ZANZIBAR ™
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BRUNSWICK
GREEN™

SUMMER
FOREST

TIMBERLINE

EBONY STONE SAHARA

MIDNIGHT 
BLUE

OCEANSIDE MERLOT

PLATINUM

McINTOSH

*Teflon® is a registered trademark of DuPont used under license by Brunswick Billiards.

CENTENNIAL CLOTH
BRUNSWICK CENTENNIAL ® CLOTH
• Worsted billiard cloth available in 12 colors to reflect 

your room’s individual style.

• Centennial cloth does not pill or shed, maintaining 
a clean, sleek playing surface.

• DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protector* is incorporated into 
the cloth fibers, safeguarding the cloth and table 
from occasional spills and protecting your investment 
without affecting play.

OLIVE



Built to last a lifetime, Brunswick
CONTENDER® tables fit your active
lifestyle and are a great way to
spend time with family and friends.

POOL TABLES



A great addition to any home, 
the Allenton comes in traditional
cherry or chestnut, with two leg
options. Select the clean, strong
lines of the veneered tapered 
legs or opt for the solid wood ball
and claw leg. Solid wood rails,
Brunswick-certified premium slate,
and pearlized diamond-shaped
sights enhance the experience. 

A variety of quality cue racks
complements the Allenton. See 
page 63 for details.

TABLE F INISHES:

Traditional Cherry Chestnut

TABLE SIZES:
7' 8'

LEG OPTIONS:

TaperedBall and Claw

POCKET:

Shield

ALLENTONShown in Traditional Cherry
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CUE RACKS:

CONTENDER® Floor Rack Traditional™ Wall Rack

ALLENTON ™



ALLENTON 
COLLECTION I I
• 8' Allenton Pool Table

• CONTENDER® Floor Rack

• Two CONTENDER® Colonial™

Backless Bar Stools

• CONTENDER® Colonial™

Pub Table

ALLENTON
COLLECTION I
• 8' Allenton Pool Table

• CONTENDER® Player’s Chair
(available exclusively as part 
of the Allenton Collection I)

• CONTENDER® Floor Rack
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Hit the “suite” spot with
these ready-to-play
Brunswick CONTENDER®

game room collections. 
All pieces feature a rich
chestnut finish. 

ALLENTON ROOM
COLLECTIONS



Available in Maple

Quality comes standard with every
Amherst table. Sold wood rails 
and aprons feature a warm maple
finish. Additional attributes,
including a veneered plywood
baseframe and leather pockets,
provide exceptional value for the
discerning buyer.

AMHERST ™

AMHERST
TABLE SIZES:

7' 8'

LEG:

POCKET OPTIONS:

Fringe

Available in Black

Radical design and tough
construction give the Apollo a
modern, muscular look. With
powder-coated steel legs and
stretchers, plus durable laminated
rails and aprons, it’s built and
warranted for a lifetime of
enjoyment. A matching Apollo 
wall rack is available. 

APOLLO ™

APOLLO
CUE RACK: TABLE SIZE:

8'

Apollo Wall Rack
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LEG:

POCKET:

Drop Pocket

Shield

Tapered

CUE RACK:

CONTENDER® Floor Rack



No compromises necessary when
you choose the Bayfield table for
your home billiard room. All the
quality and details are there: wide,
solid wood rails; leather shield
pockets; and pearlized, diamond-
shaped rail sights. Baseframe,
aprons, and tapered legs are built
for durability with a matte black 
or chestnut veneer. 

A variety of quality cue racks
complements the Bayfield. See 
page 63 for details.

TABLE F INISHES:

Chestnut Matte Black

TABLE SIZE:
8'

LEG:

BAYFIELDShown in Matte Black
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POCKET OPTIONS:

CUE RACKS:

CONTENDER® Floor Rack Traditional™ Wall Rack

BAYFIELD ™

Fringe Shield



Naturally dramatic, the Black 
Wolf table is in its element in
contemporary homes, from
casually chic to sleek and
sophisticated. Durable plastic
pocket corners, round rail sights,
and jet-black laminate provide the
perfect detail. Built for a lifetime of
enjoyment. Gully return available.

Our CONTENDER cue rack
complements the Black Wolf. 
See page 63 for details.

TABLE F INISH:

Black

TABLE SIZES:
7' 8'

LEG:

POCKET OPTIONS:

BLACK WOLFShown in Black

BLACK WOLF ™
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Drop Pocket

Gully return
also available

CUE RACK:

CONTENDER® Floor Rack



TABLE F INISH:

Biltmore Cherry

CUE RACKS:

TABLE SIZE:
8'

LEG:

POCKET OPTIONS:

BR ISTOL

Shown in Biltmore Cherry

Gully return
also available

CONTENDER® Floor Rack Traditional™ Wall Rack
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Drop Pocket

The simple, casual design of the
Bristol table lends itself perfectly
to sharing good times with family
and friends. Superior materials,
zinc corner castings, and a trendy
Biltmore cherry finish make this 
a table you’ll enjoy for a lifetime.
Gully return available. 

A variety of quality cue racks
complements the Bristol. 
See page 63 for details.

BRISTOL ™



From the leather fringe pockets 
to the Camphor burl inlays, the
Danbury table is designed to be 
a focal point of any home’s décor.
Select either solid wood ball and
claw, Queen Anne, or ram’s head
legs to support the double arched,
routed baseframe in traditional
cherry or chestnut veneer. 

A variety of quality cue racks
complements the Danbury. See 
page 63 for details.

TABLE F INISHES:

Chestnut

TABLE SIZES:
7' 8'

LEG OPTIONS:

Queen AnneBall and Claw

Ram’s Head

POCKET OPTIONS:

Fringe

DANBURYShown in Chestnut

Traditional Cherry

CUE RACKS:

CONTENDER® Floor Rack Traditional™ Wall Rack

DANBURY ™
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Shield



Available in Black

The sleek, contemporary look of the
Genesis makes it the perfect table
for bonding with the kids. It looks
tough and is tough. No one will
worry about scratching the fine
furniture when the Genesis takes
center stage in your game room.
Gully return available.

GENESIS ™

GENESIS
CUE RACK: TABLE SIZES:

7' 8'

LEG:

CONTENDER® Floor Rack
See page 63 for details.

POCKET OPTIONS:

Drop Pocket

Gully return
also available

Shown in Original Mahogany

A perfect table for beginners and
experienced players alike, the
Shorewood just naturally brings
friends and families together.
Featuring traditional design, solid
wood ball and claw legs, and
man-made leather shield pockets,
it’s finished in Original Mahogany.™

A variety of quality cue racks
complements the Shorewood. 
See page 63 for details.

SHOREWOOD ™

SHOREWOOD
CUE RACK: TABLE SIZE:

8'
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LEG:

POCKET:

Shield

Traditional™ Wall Rack

Ball and Claw



With its classic profile, arched
baseframe, carved corners, solid
wood ball and claw legs, and 
man-made leather shield pockets,
the Tremont is a perfect table for
beginners and experienced players
alike. Gather around for some family
fun tonight! 

A variety of quality cue racks
complements the Tremont. 
See page 63 for details.

TABLE F INISH:

Chestnut

CUE RACKS:

TABLE SIZE:
8'

LEG:

Ball and Claw

POCKET:

Shield

TREMONTShown in Chestnut
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TREMONT ™

CONTENDER® Floor Rack Traditional™ Wall Rack



BRUNSWICK
GREEN™

SUMMER
FOREST

TIMBERLINE

EBONY STONE SAHARA

MIDNIGHT 
BLUE

OCEANSIDE MERLOT

PLATINUM

McINTOSH

CONTENDER CLOTH
CONTENDER ® SERIES WOOLEN CLOTH
• Woolen billiard cloth available in 12 colors to reflect 

your room’s individual style.

• A 2500 Ib. cylinder steams and presses the cloth to give it 
a harder finish insuring little or no pilling and faster play.

• All of the wool is bleached before dying to provide 
a cleaner and more vibrant colored product.

• Exclusive shearing process provides the smoothest 
playing surface possible.

OLIVE
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V-FORCE ®

The hottest look in Air Hockey ® since Brunswick invented the game
more than 30 years ago, the V-Force table rocks with state-of-the-art
electronic scoring and exceptional speed of play. Cool black mallets
are easy to control for precise shots on goals. Durable aluminum
rails with powder-coated metal corners accelerate the action. Super
slick, scuff-proof “ice” helps keep the table looking sharp even after
hours of intense competition.
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AIR HOCKEY



KICKER ™

• CONTENDER®-exclusive sturdy cabinet with 
a matte black finish

• Three-man goalie offers a wall of defense 
and incredibly fast play

• Adjustable leg levelers make installation 
and leveling easy on uneven floors

• Externally-attached cup holders secure 
refreshments away from the playing surface

• Dual-side ball returns make ball retrieval 
easy and keeps the game fast

• 30" W x 56" L x 35" H

SCORER ™

• Sturdy cabinet with a scratch-resistant 
laminate in a warm antique chestnut finish

• CONTENDER®-exclusive humanistic counter-
balanced men allow easier cross-court shots

• Melamine playfield with full-color logo

• Chrome-plated steel rods (.120") resist 
bending and withstand abuse

• Four integral and removable rubber cup 
holders keep refreshments securely away 
from the playing surface

• 30" W x 56" L x 36" H

CHAMPION ™

• Sturdy cabinet with a scratch-resistant 
laminate in a dark cherry finish

• CONTENDER®-exclusive humanistic counter-
balanced men allow easier cross-court shots

• Durable, scratch-resistant laminate playfield
with full-color logo

• Thick wall chrome-plated steel rods (.156") 
resist bending and withstand abuse

• Adjustable leg levelers make installation and
leveling easy on uneven floors

• Four integral and removable rubber cup 
holders keep refreshments securely away 
from the playing surface

• 30" W x 56" L x 36" H
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FOOSBALL

Kicker foosball table

Scorer foosball table

Champion foosball table



A full line of Brunswick furniture 
and accessories complements our
tables and creates warm, welcoming,
comfortable spaces to share with
family and friends.

FURNITURE &
ACCESSOR IES
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THEATER SEATING

MAJESTIC ™

Sit back and enjoy the show in sophisticated style! This ultra-comfortable
chaise design with two layers of foam cushioning assures head-to-toe
support, and the optional power recline/power headrest with handheld
controller gives you the perfect viewing angle at any position. Choose 
from straight or wedge-shaped arms to create the grouping that is 
perfect for your space. Lighted cup holders and base are also available 
as an option. Available in a variety of leather grades and colors. Your 
choice of brass or pewter nailheads.

Recline in complete head-to-toe comfort.

Handheld controller adjusts optional
power recline/headrest features. 

Control your viewing angle 
with optional power headrest.



THEATER SEATING
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RIALTO ™

Enjoy smooth, sleek styling that is guaranteed to take your home theater to
the next level. The Rialto’s contemporary design offers superb comfort at all
positions, and features a thick and comfortable pillow top seat that never
goes flat! An available contrast welting and trim allows you to match any
décor or room theme. The space-saving recline allows you to place your
seating within inches of a wall. Choose from straight or wedge-shaped
arms to create the grouping that is perfect for your space. Available with 
a power recline option, and a lighted cup holder and base option. Available
in a variety of leather grades in solid or contrasting two-tone colors. 

Optional lighted cup holder.

Optional lighted base.

Recline in complete head-to-toe comfort.
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BROADWAY ™

This home theater collection is loaded with style, comfort and flexibility. 
The Broadway’s ChaiseLounger provides continuous head-to-toe comfort,
and allows you to recline just 3" from the wall. Choose straight or curved
arms to create a configuration that fits the exact dimensions of your room.

More options for greater flexibility
Choose from the standard straight or curved seating layout, or take
advantage of greater flexibility and customization by selecting an optional
storage console, an exclusive feature for the Broadway group. Available in 
a double-wide straight arm, or 12°, 15°, 20° angles, these console arms
offer convenient storage for games, DVDs, remotes, and much more.

20° angleDouble-Wide
Straight Arm

15° angle12° angle
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BRUNSWICK
CENTENNIAL ™ BAR
Features beautiful hand-inlays
emblematic of turn-of-the-century
design. Each classic cabinet is paired
with its own distinctive inlaid wood
veneer and inlaid ebony striping. 
Each bar features refrigerator 
cavity with removable shelving,
two wine chillers, lockable cabinet
with adjustable shelf, space for six
bottles of wine, ceramic cutting board,
glassware rack, dry sink, and 
77" laminate bar top for carefree
maintenance and durability. Available
in traditional cherry, chestnut, oak, 
and Original Mahogany™ finishes 
with brushed brass (shown) or brushed
nickel footrail hardware. 

Shown in OakShown in Traditional Cherry Shown in ChestnutShown in Original Mahogany™

Colonial Backless Bar StoolHeritage Leather Back Bar Stool Heritage Wood Back Bar StoolPub ChairCentennial Bar Stool

MATCHING BAR STOOLS AVAILABLE ON PAGES 58–59

Shown in Original Mahogany™

BAR S
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CONTENDER
MADISON BAR
The classic construction of the
Madison Bar offers convenience
and function for your game room.
The bar features large refrigerator
cavity with removable shelving, 
two wine chillers, dry sink, lockable
cabinet with adjustable shelf,
space for wine bottles, glassware
rack, and 72" laminate bar top.
Available in traditional cherry and
Original Mahogany™ finishes with
brushed brass or brushed nickel
footrail hardware.

CONTENDER
COLONIAL ™ BAR
Create the perfect setting for friendly
get-togethers and family time with 
this exceptional, full-service home bar.
Constructed with poplar and plywood, 
it offers all the conveniences—
refrigerator or wine chiller cavity 
with removable shelf, two built-in 
wine racks, lockable liquor cabinet
with adjustable shelf, and 58"
laminate bar top for convenient clean
up. 58" W x 42" H x 30" D. Cavity
measures 20" W x 249⁄16" H x 221⁄2" D.
Available in traditional cherry,
chestnut, and matte black finishes.

Shown in Chestnut

Shown in Traditional Cherry

Shown in Traditional Cherry 
with Brushed Nickel Footrail

Shown in Original Mahogany™ Shown in Original Mahogany™

Shown in Matte Black
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Shown in Chestnut

Shown in Traditional Cherry

Shown in Chestnut

BRUNSWICK
CENTENNIAL ™ BACK BAR
The traditionally styled Centennial Back Bar is a nice
complement to the Centennial Bar. Features include
beveled mirror, wine glass rack, bottle storage, one large
center drawer, and two small outside drawers. Overall
dimensions are 58" W x 40" H x 10" D. Available in
traditional cherry and chestnut finishes. Features 
the standard Brunswick wall mounting system.

BACK BARS



BRUNSWICK 
HERITAGE ™ CONVERTIBLE 
BACK BAR
Flexible 2-in-1 design! Easily converts from a back bar
to a wall mirror—or from a wall mirror to a back bar!
Back bar set-up features stemware rack and laminated
shelf to hold bottles and glassware. Wall mirror set-up
features billiard ball storage shelf with hooks below to
hold 8-ball and 9-ball racks. Overall dimensions are
50" W x 32" H x 6.25" D. Available in traditional cherry,
chestnut, and Original Mahogany™ finishes. Features
the standard Brunswick wall mounting system.

Shown in Chestnut configured as a back bar

Shown in Chestnut
configured as a 
wall mirror

CONTENDER
COLONIAL ™ HALF-ROUND PUB SHELF
A beautiful design that provides a convenient place to set down a
drink or snack without taking up floor space. Measures 30" W x 15" D.
Available in traditional cherry and chestnut veneer.

CONTENDER
COLONIAL ™ CORNER PUB SHELF
Add a touch of ingenuity to your game room with this space-saving
corner shelf. Measures 18" D. Available in traditional cherry and
chestnut veneer.

Shown in Traditional
Cherry veneer

Shown in 
Chestnut veneer

Shown in Chestnut veneer
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Shown in Traditional 
Cherry veneer

PUB SHELVES
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BRUNSWICK
HERITAGE ™ PUB TABLE
Features a 30" round table top with a solid wood pedestal and base and
a 2" deep drawer perfect for storing Brunswick accessories. Available in
traditional cherry, chestnut, espresso, and Original Mahogany™ finishes.

Shown in Espresso

2" deep storage drawer shown 
in Original Mahogany™

BRUNSWICK
CENTENNIAL ™ PUB TABLE
Features a reversible flip top—one side offers a chess/checkers inlay and
the other side an inlay similar to the Centennial™ Game Table. Beneath the
play surface is a 21⁄2" deep storage area for all of your gaming accessories.
Octagonal table top is 36" with a solid wood pedestal and base. Chess
and checker gaming pieces included. Available in chestnut, traditional
cherry, and Original Mahogany™ finishes.

Shown in Chestnut

Game table top shown 
in Traditional Cherry

Storage area shown in 
Original Mahogany™

BRUNSWICK
PUB TABLE
This traditional Pub Table is a jolly good addition to the billiards room,
perfect for entertaining, game playing, and relaxing. Offered in traditional
cherry finish. Matching Pub Chair also available (see page 58).

Shown in Traditional Cherry

PUB TABLES
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CONTENDER
COLONIAL ™ PUB TABLE
This 30" round Pub Table features a solid wood pedestal 
and base. Available in traditional cherry, chestnut, and
matte black finishes.

Shown in Chestnut

Shown in Traditional Cherry Shown in Matte Black

CONTENDER
COLONIAL ™ BALL AND CLAW
PUB TABLE
Add a touch of style and comfort to your game room with this 
exquisite, 30" solid wood pub table. Classic ball and claw legs and
pedestal support a beautiful wood top with clean, sophisticated 
lines. Available in traditional cherry, chestnut, and two-tone matte
black and chestnut finishes.

Shown in Two-Tone Matte Black 
and Chestnut

Shown in Traditional CherryShown in Chestnut
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Shown in Traditional Cherry

Shown in Espresso

BRUNSWICK
CENTENNIAL™ BAR STOOL
The traditional styling of this bar stool blends well with your favorite
billiard table and furniture. Features include swivel mechanism that
allows for easy side-to-side movement, seat height of 30", and
antique brass (shown) and brushed nickel footplates. Available
in traditional cherry, chestnut, and espresso finishes. Matches
Centennial bar (see page 52), Madison bar, and Colonial bar 
(see page 53). 

BAR STOOLS

Shown in Chestnut

Shown in Traditional Cherry

BRUNSWICK 
PUB CHAIR 
Bring the feel of an English pub into 
your home with traditional Pub Chairs.
Offered in traditional cherry finish.
Matching Pub Table also available 
(see page 56).

BRUNSWICK
HERITAGE ™ BAR STOOLS
Two chair options designed to match your favorite bar, pub table, 
or billiard table:

Heritage Bar Stool—Rich and elegant looking, this bar stool 
offers unparalleled comfort. 

Heritage Wood Back Bar Stool—A traditionally styled bar stool,
guaranteed to blend in any game room setting. Design also matches 
the Heritage Ball & Claw Poker Chair and Colonial™ Folding Poker Chair. 

Features a Trendler™ brand swivel mechanism and antique 
brass and brushed nickel (shown) footplates—you choose 
which one to use. Available in traditional cherry, chestnut, 
and Original Mahogany™ finishes.

Shown in Original Mahogany™ Shown in Traditional Cherry

Heritage bar stool 
shown in Chestnut

Heritage wood 
back bar stool

shown in Chestnut



BRUNSWICK 
PLAYER’S CHAIR 
A beautiful reproduction of a Brunswick chair from 1923.
Designed to complement all billiard rooms, the Player’s Chair
adds class and elegance to any home. Includes hidden storage
drawer. Offered in traditional cherry, chestnut, espresso, oak,
and Original Mahogany™ finishes.

Shown in Espresso
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Shown in Original Mahogany™

CONTENDER
COLONIAL ™ BACKLESS BAR STOOL
Designed to complement your pub table, bar, or billiard table.
Constructed from solid wood with a seat that swivels. Antique brass
and brushed nickel (shown) footplates are included to match your
room’s decor—you choose which one to use. Available in traditional
cherry, chestnut, and matte black finishes.

Shown in Traditional Cherry

Shown in Matte Black

Shown in Chestnut



GAME TABLES
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BRUNSWICK
CENTENNIAL ™ GAME 
TABLE AND CHAIRS
The charm and competitiveness of friendly 
card games of the past have been revived with
Brunswick’s Centennial game tables. The 54"
solid wood table features a man-made leather
playing surface that resists spills, generous 
chip holders, and deep beverage holders 
with Brunswick coasters. Flipping the playing
surface over reveals a dining top with beautiful
inlays. A storage area underneath the table
conveniently holds gaming accessories. The 
solid wood Centennial poker table chair reclines,
swivels, and adjusts in height. Available in
traditional cherry and chestnut finishes.

Shown in Traditional Cherry

Shown in Chestnut

Detail shown in Chestnut

Dining top inlay detail 
shown in Chestnut

Shown in Chestnut
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BRUNSWICK
HERITAGE ™ BALL AND CLAW
POKER SET 
Revive the fun and friendly competition of game
night at your house. This comfortable and stylish
poker table with four chairs set will help make it
your favorite new tradition. The 54" solid wood
table is beautifully crafted with classic ball 
and claw legs. The octagonal design includes 
an ingenious flip top—one side features an
attractive, spill-resistant, man-made leather
playing surface surrounded with plenty of poker
chip trays and beverage holders; and the reverse
features a perfectly finished dining surface.
Available in traditional cherry, chestnut, and 
two-tone matte black and chestnut finishes.

The four matching solid wood, slat-back chairs
recline, swivel, and adjust in height. Available in
chestnut and traditional cherry finishes.

Shown in Chestnut

Shown in Two-Tone Matte Black and Chestnut

Dining surface shown in Two-Tone 
Matte Black and Chestnut

Shown in Traditional Cherry



GAME TABLES

CONTENDER 
COLONIAL™ FOLDING POKER TABLE AND CHAIRS
Be ready at a moment’s notice for a rousing round of cards or a challenging 
board game with this folding poker table and chairs set. Simple in style, its 
clever functionality will revolutionize how you entertain. Just open the generous, 
54" solid wood table and set up the four matching wood-frame chairs and you’re ready
to play. The easy-to-clean, man-made leather playing surface resists spills, and there
are plenty of poker chip and beverage holders to accommodate up to eight players.
When the game is over, simply fold the legs under the tabletop and close up the
chairs. Available in traditional cherry and chestnut finishes.

Shown in Chestnut

Shown in Traditional Cherry

Folded chair shown in Chestnut
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POOL TABLE DINING TOP
Maximize your space and your home entertainment options by easily converting
your Brunswick pool table into a generous buffet or elegant dining table. This
traditionally styled, four-piece, wooden Dining Top is simple to install and
suitable for most seven- and eight-foot pool tables. The Dining Top measures
106" x 60", and is available in chestnut or traditional cherry finishes.

DINING TOP STORAGE BAG SET
Safely store your dining top sections when not in use, and guard them 
from scratches and blemishes. Made from durable 100% polyester denier,
these bags feature a Velcro close top. Four bags are included, one for each
section of the Dining Top.

Shown in Chestnut 

Dining Top Storage Bag



CUE R ACKS
BRUNSWICK
CENTENNIAL ®

WALL RACK
Designed to hold the contents of 
the Centennial™ Play Package, 
this rack holds up to eight cues,
including the bridge stick and 
shorty cue, a full set of billiard 
balls, 8-ball rack, 9-ball rack, 
table brush, and chalk. Features 
the standard Brunswick wall
mounting system. Available in
traditional cherry, chestnut, and
Original Mahogany™ finishes.

BRUNSWICK
TRADIT IONAL ™

WALL RACK
Simple styling and clean lines. 
Holds up to eight cues or seven 
cues and a bridge stick. Available 
in traditional cherry, chestnut, and
oak finishes. 
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CONTENDER ®

FLOOR RACK
The free-standing CONTENDER Floor
Rack is the perfect solution for your
billiard storage needs. Designed to hold
up to eight cues, two ball racks, chalk,
table brush, and additional accessories.
Available in traditional cherry, chestnut,
and matte black finishes.

Shown in Chestnut

Shown in Espresso

Shown in Chestnut

Shown in Matte Black

BRUNSWICK
CENTENNIAL ®

FLOOR RACK
Designed to hold the contents of 
the Centennial™ Play Package, this
rack holds up to eight cues, including
the bridge stick and shorty cue, a 
full set of billiard balls, 8-ball rack,
9-ball rack, table brush, and chalk.
Available in traditional cherry, chestnut,
espresso, oak, and Original Mahogany™

finishes. Free standing. 



ACCESSOR IES
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CENTENNIAL ™ PLAY PACKAGE
Featuring our premium billiard accessories, this set includes everything you
need to play the game. Contents include:

HERITAGE ™ PLAY PACKAGE
The Heritage package includes: 

• “Getting Started”
instructional DVD

• Centennial® pocket balls
• Four Centennial® cues

• Two-piece short cue
• Two-piece bridge stick
• Brass bridge head
• Big Break® rack

• Nine-ball rack 
• Table brush 
• Twelve pieces of chalk 
• Official BCA Rule Book

• Heritage® pocket balls
• Four Heritage® cues
• Two-piece short cue

• Two-piece bridge stick
• Brass bridge head
• Big Break® rack

• Table brush
• Twelve pieces of chalk
• Official BCA Rule Book

CONTENDER ® PLAY PACKAGE
The CONTENDER package includes: 

• Set of Aramith
“standard” phenolic 
resin balls

• Four 58" CONTENDER®

two-piece cues

• Two-piece bridge stick
• Plastic bridge head
• 8-ball wood rack

• Plastic table brush
• Twelve pieces of chalk
• Official BCA Rule Book

*Available with the Centennial Play Package.

*
*
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BRUNSWICK CUES
Brunswick offers a range of cues for the billiards enthusiast. From the
one-piece Tru-Balance™ cue to the top-quality Master Stroke™ cue, you
are sure to find a cue to fit your needs. 

Premium Edition
Ground and polished for absolutely true and
accurate roll. Constructed of 100% phenolic
resin for uniform density. Centennial balls are
ground and polished to radial tolerances of
0.001 of an inch. These balls represent the
standard of excellence in the billiards industry.

TV Tour Edition
Play with the same balls as the pros. This popular
edition was created to reduce the confusion in
ball color during television broadcasts of
professional matches. Set includes pink #4 and
#12 balls (instead of purple) and brown #7 and
#15 balls (instead of brick red).

HERITAGE ® POCKET BALLS 
Heritage® pocket balls are designed for daily
use. Made with high quality phenolic resin,
Heritage balls are ground and polished to radial
tolerances of 0.003 of an inch, for accurate,
reliable performance. 

CENTENNIAL ® POCKET BALLS

BRUNSWICK JUNIOR CUE
Help young beginners have fun and gain confidence while they learn
the game. This unique, one-piece junior cue features an attached
cue ball, so even first-timers can succeed. Perfectly scaled and built
with the same high quality materials and craftsmanship as our
standard cues.



TABLE L IGHT
The Gold Crown™ light is designed to match the Gold Crown table. The
unique design eliminates shadowing on the billiard balls. Uses eight T8
standard fluorescent bulbs. UL and CSA approved. Offered in mahogany 
and black finishes.

Shown in Mahogany

Gold Crown

SQUARED ELEGANCE BILL IARD L IGHT
The Squared Elegance billiard light has a transitional design that will
add beauty to your billiard room by accentuating the simple, straight
lines of your billiard table. Elegance lights are engineered to handle 
up to 100 watt-bulbs, designed for seven- and eight-foot tables, and
are UL and CSA approved. Available in antique brown with antiqued
frosted shades.

FLARED ELEGANCE BILL IARD L IGHT
The Flared Elegance billiard light’s traditional design accentuates 
billiard tables with rounded designs and soft, sweeping lines. 
Elegance lights are engineered to handle up to 100 watt-bulbs,
designed for seven- and eight-foot tables, and are UL and CSA
approved. Available in antique brown with antiqued frosted shades.

EleganceCentennial

Antique Brass with 
Antique Brass Shades

Brushed Nickel with 
Brushed Nickel Shades

Antique Brown with
Frosted White Shades

CENTENNIAL™ BILL IARD L IGHTS
Based on a table light commonly found in billiard rooms in the 1920s, 
these lights feature transitional design flair that can accentuate any 
room. Centennial lights are engineered to handle up to 100-watt bulbs 
and are UL and CSA-approved. Antique brass and brushed nickel lights 
are available with frosted white shades as well.

LIGHTS
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ACCESSOR IES

TRADIT IONAL WALL MIRROR
Available in traditional cherry (shown), chestnut, or Original
Mahogany™ finish. Notched storage tray holds a table brush
plus a full set of billiard balls.

ANTIQUE PRINTS
These classic Brunswick art reproductions are limited edition 
art prints. The Elegance print features the Marquette table.
Beautifully matted and framed with a beaded-lip, traditional 
cherry finish molding. Prints are 373/4" W x 273/8" H.

1912 Elegance                    

Pool Table Cover in Brown

Embossed detail of 
Brunswick logo in Brown

Pool Table Cover in Black

POOL TABLE COVER
Man-made leather with a 34" wide embossed Brunswick logo.
Available in standard seven-, eight-, and nine-foot table size
options. Custom sizes available through special order. Available 
in black and brown.

1908 Eminence

Embossed detail of 
Brunswick logo in Black
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“GETTING STARTED” DVD
A Brunswick Billiards exclusive! This DVD, starring Hall of 
Fame member Ewa Mataya Laurance, is jam packed with
exceptional information designed to get you started playing pool
the right way. Includes information on the history of the game,
caring for your billiard equipment and table, the fundamentals 
of how to play, game rules, practice drills, and trick shots.



ROOM SIZE CHART

Seven-foot table: 3'6" x 7' (Playing area: 38" x 76")
A - 11'6" x 14'6" B - 12' x 15' C - 13' x 16'

Eight-foot table: 4' x 8' (Playing area: 44" x 88")
A - 12' x 15'6" B - 12'6" x 16' C - 13'6" x 17'

Oversize eight-foot table: 4' x 8' (Playing area: 46" x 92")
A - 12' x 16' B - 12'6" x 16'6" C - 13'6" x 17'6"

Nine-foot table: 4'6" x 9' (Playing area: 50" x 100")
A - 12'6" x 16'6" B - 13' x 17' C - 14' x 18'

MINIMUM SPACE REQUIREMENTS
Use the chart to determine the room size needed for 
a particular pool table and cue combination.

A–Required for a 48" cue.

B–Required for a 52" cue.

C–Required for a 58" cue.

Visit brunswickbilliards.com for our interactive
“Design Your Game Room” feature.

Brunswick Certified Slate
Demonstrating our enduring commitment to superior performance,
Brunswick meets or exceeds all Billiard Congress of America slate
specifications. Diamond honed and stringently tested, Brunswick 
slate is certified for quality and comes with a lifetime warranty.

Brunswick Lifetime Warranty
Every Brunswick table is a timeless tribute to excellence in design and
workmanship. Proud to stand behind every product that carries the
Brunswick name, Brunswick tables are guaranteed for a lifetime.

Please read all terms and conditions of the warranty. Brunswick reserves the 
right to change specifications without notice.

8663 196th Ave. • Bristol, WI 53104
1-800-336-8764 • brunswickbilliards.com

Different wood species offer unique texture and grain, as well as natural beauty. Minor variations in
finish color may occur due to the natural characteristics of the wood. Photos may not be an accurate
reflection of the product due to lighting conditions.
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